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Details of Visit:

Author: ShyBoy69
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 25 May 2012 1400
Duration of Visit: 1 hour
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07511162903

The Premises:

Basic tenement flat in the Charing Cross area. The close was very dirty, full of cigarette ends and
looked as though no one had washed the stairs since it opened but the flat itself, although basic,
was clean enough.

The Lady:

Early 20s Polish girl. Tall (5'7"ish), shoulder length dark hair, with a delightful figure that
incorporated a good handful of pyramid shaped breasts with sticky up nipples. Sort of ordinary
looking girl but very pretty at the same time.

The Story:

I tend to think the reports that are left by punters who say they don't like to say too much about their
encounters are a bit of a waste of time as the rest of us read the reports to get an idea of what we
can expect and that is why I usually leave quite a detailed rendition of what I get up to. However in
this instance I'm afraid all I can say is PHEW! And not because it was the middle of a heatwave. I
just don't know where to begin.

Roxy was up for just about anything I asked for and has to be the best - bar none - GFE/PSE mix
I've ever had, and I've had a few. If you read some of my other reports you'll see that I am the kinky
type (without being dangerous) so if she can put a 2-day smile on my face then she is bound to be
able to satisfy you.

I should say that that this was her first week working and she had travelled up from London with the
intention of leaving this Sunday. You will probably have to look out for her next visit and make an
early booking. Miss her at your peril!
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